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M· ~ h · · · f 1 d T e contemporary Amer1can peace movement 1s a m1xture o many sma 1 an a 
few large organizations pursuing a wide range of goals. There has been 
almost no organizational research focused on these peace movement organiza-
tions (PMOS) or detailed studies of the goals, values, and activities of a 
large sample of PMOs. 
The activity of these varied PMOs has had limited impact on public policy. 
Some authors cite the strength of external forces or the conservative 
American political culture as the key factors in this relative lack of 
success. There are few facts with which to evaluate these or competing 
explanations which suggest that the peace movement is not well organi:'ed or 
funded compared to other more successful social movements and, therefore, is 
less able to influence public policy. 
This research is a first step in gathering the comprehensive organizational 
and supporting data needed to understand the limited political impact of 
PMOs. This paper reports on the organizational characteristics of PMOs and 
the relationship between management practices ~nd values, strategies, and 
goals. 
The data were collected in 1988 through a detailed survey mailed to or-
ganizations in the Grassroots Peace Directory, a comprehensive list of U.S. 
peace groups. Five hundred of the 7,700 groups reported annual budgets over 
$30,000; they were each sent a survey form. A random 5% sample of the 
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remaining 7,200 groups also received the questionnaire. Response rates were 
57% and 47% respectively. These two sets of PMOs are referred to in this 
report as the larger and smaller PMOs. 
Findings indicate that 90% of PMOs are small, unstaffed organizations and 
less than 3% have annual budgets over $100,000. Over two-thirds of the 
smaller PMOs (67%) and almost half of larger PMOs (47%) were young organiza-
tions (less than seven years old) at the time of the survey and the over-
whelming percentage of both groups was less than seventeen years old (82% 
and 77% respectively). 
It was found that there are some substantial differences in management 
practices between large and small PMOs. For example, over half (55%) of the 
larger PMOs reported a clearly defined structure (agreed upon rules, 
procedures, and methods for accountability), whereas only 28% of the smaller 
PMOs reported such a structure. However, there is no systematic variation 
in operations and management practices related to values, strategies or 
goals for either set of PMOs. Variations in operation are related to budget 
size and year of founding. 
Both sets of PMOs report similar values, strategies, and goals. High 
percentages report ''commitment to nonviolence,'' "opposition to all wars," 
and a desire to "influence U.S. foreign policy" as important values. Over 
half of both groups report "changing U.S. consciousness so that war is no 
longer a viable option in international relations," "promoting social 
justice in the U.S. and worldwide," and ''eliminating war as a tool of 
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American foreign policy" as major goals. 
When asked to specify the most important goals, "promoting social justice" 
was chosen by over a quarter of the larger PMOs and over a third of the 
smaller PMOs; "promoting personal peace and commitment to nonviolence among 
our members and in the general public" was chosen by a third of the smaller 
PMOs as a most important goal. These two were chosen as most important 
goals by the largest percentages of the PMOs. 
The sub-set which reports that promoting social justice is not a goal is 
almost as large as the group of PMOs which select social justice as a most 
important goal; many of the PMOs in this "social justice not a goal" sub-set 
work on nuclear weapons and arms control issues. A substantial portion are 
national groups based in Washington, D.C. These and other data indicate a 
segmentation of the peace movement corresponding to goal orientation which 
may relate to the overall effectiveness of the movement. This difference 
may also reflect a reasonable' division of labor within the movement. These 
data on differentiation or fragmentation within the movement need to be 
analyzed in connection with data on the educational, political, electoral 
and coalition-building activities of PMOs. 
Smaller PMOs ambitiously select more goals as major goals and choose a wider 
range of "most important'' goals than do larger PMOs. This significant 
finding reflects a lack of realism with respect to the number and types of 
goals that a largely volunteer organization with limited resources can hope 
to achieve. 
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Small PMOs also put very little emphasis on such tactics as changing 
Congress, educating influential elites, or strengthening international 
organizations. This approach does not seem well suited to their avowed 
aspirations to change u.s. foreign policy, bring about social change in the 
U.S. as a prior condition for peace, and promote social justice in the U.S. 
and worldwide. It suggests a nonpolitical and nonorganizational perspective 
on u.s. social structure and the process of social change which may 
contribute to the limited effectiveness of PMOS in general. 
Subsequent reports from these data will analyze the educational, political, 
electoral, and coalition activities of these PMOs. Desirable future 
research would include studies which compare PMOs with other cause-oriented 
or advocacy organizations to assess which are more likely to be well or-
ganized, follow effective management practices, and select realistic goals. 
It is hoped that a similar survey of PMOs will be repeated within a few 
years to ascertain the trends in organizational development within the peace 
movement. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The international effort to eliminate war as a tool of nations and groups is 
hundreds of years old. The modern American peace movement, revived at the 
end of World War II, is over forty years old. Although there are a large 
number of peace groups and many organizations which have a task force or 
committee working on peace issues, the peace movement has had very little 
impact on public policy in the last three decades. This is particularly 
striking when one considers the impact of the civil rights, environmental, 
and women's movement since 1960. According to Charles DeBenedetti "the most 
remarkable feature of American peace activism in the forty years following 
World War II has been the disparity between efforts invested and achievement 
effected." 1 
There are at least two general explanations offered for the relative lack of 
success of peace movement organizations (PMOs). First, the U.S. economic 
and political structure and culture are sufficiently powerful and hostile to 
the peace movement that it has not been possible to develop an infrastruc-
ture comparable to other social movements. This explanation cites external 
forces as the key factor for the lack of internal strength of the peace 
movement. Another view is that the peace movement, because of certain 
values and beliefs, is not as well organized as the other social movements 
and is therefore less able to influence public policy. This explanation 
posits that internal factors are responsible for the lack of infrastructure. 
It has been suggested that the ideology of the peace movement prevents 
building strong and professional movement organizations. A professionalized 
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social movement makes it possible for dedicated individuals to build a 
career, gain valuable experience, train new staff, mobilize membership, 
reach out to broader constituencies, and develop new tactics for making the 
movement a recognized player in public policy discussions. 
There is little data with which to evaluate these competing explanations. 
This research project was designed to provide preliminary data on the 
organization and structure of the peace movement in the United States in the 
last part of this century. As a first step, the study gathered information 
on PMOs through a comprehensive survey. 
A second impetus for this project was a general interest in the management 
and operation of nonprofit organizations, focusing on PMOs as a specific 
sub-set. The management of nonprofit organizations {NPOs} is a topic of 
increasing concern, especially as much human activity such as caring for 
children or the elderly, formerly situated within family or informal 
neighborhood arrangements, is now carried out by NPOs. There are a growing 
number of academic programs providing education and training for NPO 
managers and a substantial amount of recent research on nonprofit organiza-
tional and management issues. Within this area of study, however, there is 
little distinction made between service organizations and cause-oriented 
NPOs. Experience and observation indicate that the management and internal 
organization of cause-oriented NPOs is likely to differ substantially from 
that of service NPOs. 
This paper focuses on the organizational characteristics of groups in the 
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American peace movement in the late 1980's as revealed in the survey data on 
PMOs, and relationship of values, strategies, and goals to these organiza-
tional variables. 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Although there is a substantial body of research about peace and case 
studies of individual peace organizations, there is very little organiza-
tional analysis of PMOs. Scholarship in this area has focused on the 
history of war and peace in different places on the globe, international 
efforts to obtain peace, or specifics of a particular kind of diplomacy, 
negotiation, or conflict resolution. Little research has been devoted to 
the groups within a democratic polity, such as PMOs, which work to influence 
and change public policy. Two exceptions are articles by Elise Boulding and 
Nigel Young which discuss the "peak and trough" cycle of many PMOs arising 
in a period before a great war and then disappearing when the war actually 
materializes (Boulding, 1983; Young, 1986). This cycle means that the major 
peace churches and a few long-term secular peace organizations are left to 
continue peace work between cyclical peak growth periods. 2 These articles 
provide some organizational analysis but do not examine a number of 
important factors such as the size of the organizations, number of members, 
budgets, structures, range of goals, values and strategies, or activities of 
u.s. PMOs in different peak and trough periods. Three directories of peace 
movement organizations in the U.S. in the 1980's provided some of these 
facts on PMOs for the first time, but analysis of these data has been 
limited.3 
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Histories of the American peace movement and analyses of nuclear freeze 
organizations rarely focus on internal management, the relationship between 
values and management styles and strategies, or the relationship between 
management and effectiveness (Ayvazian and Klare, 1986; Boulding, 1983, 
1984; Chatfield and Van Den Dungen, 1988; Kleidman, 1986; MacDougall, 1984, 
1985; McCrea, 1986; Wernette, 1986). DeBenedetti cites two value commit-
ments of the American peace movement as the explanation for the "disparity 
between efforts invested and achievements effected": extreme ambivalence 
about the role of U.S. power in a world dominated by the Cold War, and an 
"overriding commitment to the peace of justice, freedom, and liberation 
within a conservative political culture that attached the highest value to 
notions of order, security and stability."4 He thus lends support to the 
external forces argument noted in the introduction. 
A recent analysis of the nuclear freeze by Solo (1988) reinforces the idea 
that internal problems of structure and management were important factors in 
the inability of the freeze movement to sustain itself after an initial 
rapid mobilization. Examples of the issues which were not faced and 
resolved include: internal divisions, a faltering educational strategy, 
elitism, internal communication problems, "too many action possibilities and 
not enough direction from the national campaign," irreconcilable political 
differences, leadership and power struggles, and problems of national 
coordination. o 
Sociologists who approach the analysis of social movements from a resource 
mobilization perspective have included organizational strength, funding, 
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ability to mobilize around a "cause" or ideology, and the strength of the 
opposition (including the permeability of the political structure) as major 
factors which must be considered in assessing the achievements of social 
movement organizations (SMOs) (Havelick, 1986; Jenkins, 1983, 1986; McCarthy 
and Zald, 1977; Zald and McCarthy, 1987). This resource mobilization 
literature and the social psychological research discussed below rarely deal 
with internal management practices or the relationship between management 
practices and the organization's ideology. 
An exception is Staggenborg's study of two ideologically different women's 
groups in Chicago which relates the degree of centralization and bureaucrat-
ization to 1) organizational maintenance and stability, 2) the breadth of 
issues addressed, and 3) the ability to adopt innovative tactics (Staqgen-
borg, 1989). This ethnographic study, which includes an excellent overview 
of, the sociological literature on SMOs, provides a valuable supplement to 
the survey data reported here. 
Staggenborg concludes that the group which focused on building a stable, 
well funded organization became more centralized and bureaucratic over time, 
survived, and achieved some specific changes in public policy, although the 
process resulted in a narrowed set of goals and reduced ability to adopt 
innovative tactics. According to the author, "non-bureaucratic, decentral-
ized, SMOs ..• are likely to produce cultural change through the creation of 
alternative institutions" and "are more likely to create new tactics, which 
are necessary for movement growth." 6 Such SMOs are also less likely to 
achieve visible policy changes or to survive beyond a short period. This 
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conclusion alerts us to the need for more than one definition of success and 
to look for the cultural changes, alternative institutions, and novel 
tactics developed by non-bureaucratic, decentralized, and short-lived 
organizations within the peace movement. 
Social psychological literature on social movements frequently includes 
discussions of ideology and the personal motivations and predispositions of 
participants in social movements (Cantril, 1963; Ferree and Miller, 1985; 
Klandermans, 1984; McLaughlin, 1969; Toch, 1965). The ideological commit-
ment of participants is often cited as the explanation for persistence in 
the face of obvious failure in reaching important goals. This commitment 
may also lead to a redefinition of success to avoid admitting failure. 
Surplus Powerlessness by Lerner (1986) deals with the issue of failure or 
limited success of SMOs in a society where there is an unequal distribution 
of wealth and power, and therefore, real powerlessness. He ascribes many of 
the problems encountered by these groups to "surplus powerlessness" defined 
as "the set of feelings and beliefs that make people think of themselves as 
even more powerless than the actual power situation requires, and then leads 
them to act in ways that actually confirm them in their powerlessness." 7 
From his experience as an anti-war activist in the 1960's, Lerner recognised 
that many activists "felt uncomfortable with any victories that they were 
winning -- and felt a deep need to redefine the criteria of success in such 
a way that they could continue to see themselves as failing." 8 This is the 
opposite phenomenon of that described by the social psychologists and 
sociologists cited above. 
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Although Lerner does not focus on management practices within SMOs, he 
recognizes that some dedicated activists have become expert at "seizing 
defeat out of the jaws of victory. The double message of progressive 
politics is to be strong and visionar), but act in ways that prove you are 
going to lose." 9 Two relevant examples are the unwillingness of activists 
to consolidate and build upon the national base generated by the anti-war 
candidacy of George McGovern in 1970 and the cult of anti-leadership which 
led the Students for a Democratic Society to self-destruct. 10 
Two of the best recent books on neighborhood organizing which discuss basic 
principles important to all cause-oriented organizations were written by 
individuals who had been involved in the anti-war movement of the 1960's 
(Fisher, 1984; Pierce, 1984). These books are how-to guides which advocate 
fitting the means to the ends and differentiating tactics depending on 
desired goals; both use examples from the anti-war movement of the 1960's as 
well as the contemporary peace movement to illustrate what not to do to 
bring about social change. 
A growing literature on the management of nonprofit organizations focuses on 
increasing the effectiveness of nonprofits in achieving their mission or 
stated goals (e.g. Alexander, 1980; Anthony and Young, 1984; Bryson, 1988; 
Connors, 1980; Franco et al., 1982; Gross, 1983; Mason, 1984; McConkey, 
1981; Selby, 1978; Unterman, 1982). This literature rarely distinguishes 
between service and cause-oriented groups and usually does not relate 
organization and management practices to issue orientation. 
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These works are part of a very large literature in several disciplines which 
take different theoretical perspectives on social movements and NPOs. They 
were important in the development of the current research and in the 
analysis of the survey data. As noted above, there are no comparable 
studies of organizational and management characteristics among a large 
number of nonprofit cause-oriented organizations. 
SIGNIFICANCE OF THIS RESEARCH 
The goal of this research is to understand the relative lack of influence by 
PMOs on public policy; the results have both theoretical and applied 
significance. Potential significance for the advancement of social movement 
theory relates to the empha~is on external forces in the resource mobiliza-
tion perspective. If permeability of the political structure (Jenkins, 
1987) is the key element in the success of cause-oriented NPOs, resources or 
organizational sophistication are necessary but not sufficient elements of 
success. However, organizations in different American social movements face 
essentially the same political structure. If the less successful SMOs are 
shown to be less well organized and funded than those which achieve their 
goals, then these internal resources, as well as the permeability of the 
political structure, need to be considered. These survey data make it 
possible to discuss the importance of the external political and cultural 
environment taking into account how well organized and funded the peace 
movement is in comparison with those social movements which have been 
successful in spite of the political and cultural forces in U.S. society. 
These potential theoretical implications, however, are beyond the scope of 
this paper. 
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This research has applied significance in that it provides comprehensive 
data on a large group of cause-oriented NPOs which can be used in teaching 
about nonprofits, management, and organizational analysis. These data 
could also be used to make the peace movement more effective. For example, 
within the peace movement and among PMO funders, there is a long standing 
discussion about the merits of "grassroots" organizing as contrasted with 
the development of nationally focused "professionalized" organizations. 
This discussion is based largely on a philosophy of social change or 
organizing ideology rather than an evaluation of the composition of the 
peace movement or the success of various types of PMOs; the results of this 
survey provide a factual basis for this discussion. 
In addition, early interviews revealed a prevailing attitude among leaders 
of some of the more "elite" PMOs that the local grassroots groups are not 
focused on realistic goals and do not use either strategies or management 
practices which would lead to goal achievement. The data on goals, ac-
tivities, operations, and management practices will shed light on these 
issues. 
The findings are also significant for future research on nonprofit and 
cause-oriented organizations. These data on over 400 PMOs provide a 
framework for more detailed ethnographic studies of the goals and achieve-
ments of individual PMOs. These basic data also make it possible to begin 
comparative analysis with the civil rights movement, the environmental 
movement, the women's movement, or other major social movements. 
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METHODS 
Questionnaire 
The survey covered a wide range of information: goals; values and strateg-
ies; operations and internal management; educational, political, and elec-
toral activities: types and numbers of members and their participation; 
constituency; staffing; governance; technical assistance received and 
needed; location and geographic area served; founding year; and budgets 
(Appendix A). 
Most of the questions on operations and internal management came from an 
organizational evaluation of grant recipients from the Campaign for Human 
Development conducted by John D. McCarthy and Joseph Shields (Shields and 
McCarthy, 1989). A few additional operations questions such as the use of 
consensus procedures and the role of donors were based on personal experi-
ence working with peace groups and previous research on foundations, public 
policy, and the influence of funders on NPOs (Colwell, 1980). The 
techniques listed by Schlozman and Tierney (1983) in their analysis of 
Washington-based pressure groups were the basis for the section on educa-
tional, political, and electoral activities. A few additional activities, 
such as participation in prayer vigils or boycotts were based on personal 
experience working with PMOs. The electoral activities were expanded to 
include more aspects of working on a campaign. 
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Sample 
The survey went to a sample drawn from the Grassroots Peace Directory 
sponsored by the Topsfield Foundation in Connecticut. The 1986 edition of 
the GPD included names, addresses, budgets, and some issue information on 
8,800 peace groups of all kinds, not just grassroots groups. The 1987 
edition, on which the sample was based, had shrunk to 7,700 organizations 
reflecting the decline in peace movement activity in the last half of the 
1980's. The directory deliberately included organizations such as churches 
and civic groups which do not have a primary focus on peace, but have a 
committee or task force doing peace work. Therefore, not all the groups in 
the sample are, strictly speaking, PMOs. Early analysis revealed that the 
peace task forces or committees of some of the "other'' organizations have 
more money and staff for their peace work than many of the medium-sized and 
smaller PMOs. To obtain data on the resources of the entire peace movement 
these "other" groups were included in the sampling frame. 
The sample had two parts. The first part included all the groups in the 
1987 Grassroots Peace Directory which reported annual budgets of $30,000 or 
more. Eliminating educational institutions and private foundations, this 
100% sample contained 497 organizations. 
The second part was a 5% random sample of the remaining 7,200 organizations 
with budgets of $30,000 or less. This yielded a sample of 330 organiza-
tions. Response rates for the two parts were 57% and 47% respectively. A 
few respondents provided information on the PMO but did not include a com-
pleted survey form. There were 274 completed surveys in the 100% sample and 
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139 in the 5\ sample. 11 
DATA ANALYSIS 
The analysis reported here is primarily descriptive. Data are given 
separately for each part of the sample. For the purposes of this discussion 
the two sample sets based on budget size are called the larger PMOs and 
smaller PMOs. 
Most of the questions required a "Yes/No" answer or written information such 
as the number of members, size of budget, or county of operation. The 
sections on operations and values and strategies used a Likert-type scale 
from "Definitely True" (1} to "Definitely False" (7}. In scoring these 
items the 1 and 2 frequencies were combined to produce a true response and 6 
and 7 were combined to produce a false response. 12 Tables for these two 
sections report the true percentages in rank order. 
In the goals section, there were 21 goals which could be answered "not a 
goal," ''minor goal," or "major goal." The "major goal" percentages are 
reported. 13 There was also a section asking for a choice of the top five 
most important goals. The accumulated percentage choosing each goal as one 
of the top three most important goals are reported here. 
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BASIC DIMENSIONS OF THE AMERICAN PEACE MOVEMENT IN THE 1980's 
Number of organizations, budgets, and membership 
Of the approximately 7,700 organizations assumed to be the total population 
of PMOs in the United States in the late 1980's, about 500 PMOs had annual 
budgets over $30,000 and 7,200 had smaller budgets or had not reported 
budget data in the 1987 Grassroots Peace Directory. In this survey over 90% 
of the larger PMOs and 72% of the smaller PMOs provided budget data. 
TABLE 1 
BUDGETS OF PEACE MOVEMENT ORGANIZATIONS 
LARGER 
PMOs 
(N=274) 
Budget Amount % 
No information 9 
< $29,999 9 
$30,000-$99,999 37 
$100,000-$999,999 37 
Over $1,000,000- 8 
TOTALS 100% 
Larger PMOs = 100% sample; over $30,000 annual budget. 
Smaller PMOs = 5% sample; under $30,000 annual budget. 
SMALLER 
PMOs 
(N=139) 
% 
28 
63 
5 
3 
1 
100% 
As can be seen in Table 1, two major groups of larger PMOs (each 37%) 
have budgets between $30,000 and $99,999 or $100,000 and 1 million 
dollars. Several of the highest budgets in both sets of PMOs are for 
religious organizations or for the large national organization of which 
the PMO surveyed is a relatively small task force or committee. Taking 
a number of factors into consideration, it is likely that fewer than 250 
PMOs in the entire population have budgets over $100,000, excluding 
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churches and broad-based civic organizations. These PMOS constitute 
approximately 3% of the entire movement. Only a small number of the 
total have budgets over $1 million. 14 
The number of individual members of these organizations range from few 
to over 100,000 (Table 2). Three-quarters of the smaller PMOs had 
between four and 1,000 members and almost 60% of the larger PMOs had 
5,000 members or less. A few of the larger membership organizations are 
religious. For what would normally be considered PMOs, only a minute 
percentage have more than 100,000 members. Ul 
TABLE 2 
MEMBERSHIP OF PMOs 
Number of Individual Members 
1-100 
101-1000 
1001-5000 
5001-100000 
over 100000 
No information or no individual 
LARGER 
PMOs 
(N=274) 
% 
10 
22 
27 
20 
3 
members 18 
100% 
Larger PMOs = 100% sample; over $30,000 annual budget. 
Smaller PMOs = 5% sample; under $30,000 annual budget. 
14 
SMALLER 
PMOs 
(N=139) 
% 
44 
32 
7 
4 
<1 
13 
100% 
Location and Area Served 
The location of the organizations by state confirm a general impression 
that much of the peace movement is located near the two coasts (Table 
3). According to these data, from half to three-quarters of the peace 
movement is located in New England, the Middle Atlantic including 
Washington, D.C., or on the West Coast (mostly in California), although 
there are some peace organizations in every state. 
TABLE 3 
GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION OF PMOS BY REGION 
GPD* LARGER SMALLER 
PMOs PMOs 
(N=7731) (N=274) (N=139) 
Region % % % 
East Coast 31 39 29 
Washington, D.C. 3 14 3 
South 9 4 9 
Midwest 26 16 24 
West/Southwest 12 4 14 
West Coast 19 23 22 
TOTALS 100% 100% 101% 
* "Nationwide Data: Grassroots Peace Directory'', 3/17/88, 
Topsfield Foundation, Pomfret, CT. 
Larger PMOs = 100% sample; over $30,000 annual budget. 
Smaller PMOs = 5% sample; under $30,000 annual budget. 
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As Table 3 shows, the larger budget PMOs are even more concentrated on the 
East and West Coast and Washington, D.C. than the peace movement as a whole. 
Another geographic variable is the area served by these various PMOs (Table 
4). Almost a third of the larger PMOs serve a local area (metropolitan 
region or fewer than three counties), 28% serve over four counties or a 
state/multi-state area, and 27% have a national focus for their work. Among 
the smaller PMOs, 60% serve a local area, 24% serve over four counties or a 
state/multi state area, and 8% have a national focus. The three groupings, 
local, state/multi-state, and national are roughly equal for the larger 
PMOs, but extremely unequal for the smaller PMOs. Thirteen percent of the 
larger PMOs have an international focus; seven percent of the smaller PMOs 
have an international focus. This is a fairly large portion of the smaller 
PMOs considering their very limited budgets. 
TABLE 4 
GEOGRAPHIC AREA SERVED BY PMOS 
LARGER 
PMOs 
(N=273) 
Area Served % 
Local (1-3 counties) 28 
Metropolitan Region 4 
Multi-County ( 4 or more} 12 
Statewide/Multi-State 16 
u.s. National 27 
International 13 
TOTALS 100% 
Larger PMOs = 100% sample; over $30,000 annual budget. 
Smaller PMOs = 5% sample; under $30,000 annual budget. 
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SMALLER 
PMOs 
(N=137) 
% 
58 
2 
11 
13 
8 
7 
99% 
Founding date, tax status, and governance 
The year of founding of the organizations is summarized in Table 5. The 
overwhelming percentage of both sets of PMOs were established between 1970 
and 1987 although founding dates extend back three centuries due to the 
presence of the peace churches. Over two-thirds of the smaller PMOs and 47% 
of the larger PMOs are less than seven years old; 82% of the smaller and 77% 
of the larger are less than seventeen years old. 
Founding Year 
Prior to 1900 
1900 -1939 
1940 -1949 
1950 -1959 
1960 -1969 
1970 -1979 
1980 -1987 
TOTALS 
TABLE 5 
YEAR OF FOUNDING OF PMOs 
LARGER 
PMOs 
N=273) 
% 
<1 
7 
4 
3 
8 
30 
47 
100% 
SMALLER 
PMOs 
(N=133) 
.% 
<1 
6 
2 
<1 
8 
15 
67 
100% 
Larger PMOs = 100% sample; over $30,000 annual·budget. 
Smaller PMOs = 5% sample; under $30,000 annual budget. 
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The IRS requires an organization to have a board of directors in order to 
obtain 501(c)3 or 501(c)4 tax status. As may be seen in Table 6, 83% of the 
larger and half of the smaller PMOs have 501(c)3 status and one-third of the 
larger have 501(c)4 status. (Some organizations have two parts, a (c)3 and 
a (c)4.) Not surprisingly, almost all the larger PMOS and over half of the 
smaller PMOs have a board of directors. Although it is possible that a 
board of directors may be a mere formality required by law, a very large 
percentage of the PMOs report their boards are involved in organization 
planning, program development, and budget activity and the majority of 
boards are involved in fund raising and community relations. 
TABLE 6 
BOARDS OF DIRECTORS, FUNCTIONS, TAX STATUS OF PMOS 
Has a Board of Directors 
Board Functions: 
Organization Planning 
Program Development or Approval 
Budget Development or Approval 
Evaluate Staff Per~ormance 
Fund Raising 
Community Relations 
Tax Status: 
501(c)3 
501(c)4 
Unincorporated 
LARGER 
PMOs 
(N=274) 
% 
96 
92 
96 
92 
83 
73 
67 
83* 
34* 
11 
SMALLER 
PMOs 
(N=l39) 
% 
58 
94 
92 
84 
54 
80 
71 
50 
9 
40 
* Note: some organizations have both a (c)3 and a (c)4; therefore 
these percentages add up to more than 100% 
Larger PMOs = 100% sample; over $30,000 annual budget. 
Smaller PMOs = 5% sample; under $30,000 annual budget. 
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Staffing 
Another important aspect of PMOs is paid staff. As shown in Table 7, 84\ of 
the larger PMOs report having some full-time staff, but almost two-thirds of 
these have fewer than five full-time staff people. About 80\ of the smaller 
PMOs have no staff; even when they do, it is usually a small staff of one or 
two people. 
TABLE 7 
FULL TIME OR PART TIME PAID STAFF OF PMOs 
LARGER SMALLER 
PMOs PMOs 
(N=274) (N=139) 
Full time staff % % 
0/No answer 16 80 
1 or 2 38 14 
3 or 4 18 1 
5-19 18 4 
20 or more 10 2 
Totals 100% 101% 
Part time staff % % 
0/No answer 34 83 
1 or 2 39 12 
3 or 4 13 3 
5-19 10 1 
20 or more 3 1 
Totals 99% 100% 
Larger PMOs = 100\ sample; over $30,000 annual budget. 
Smaller PMOs = 5\ sample; under $30,000 annual budget. 
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Summary of the basic dimensions of the peace movement 
The American peace movement in the late 1980's is composed of a large number 
of organizations with small budgets, relatively few members, few or no 
staff, and a local focus of activity. Approximately 8% of the total 
movement consists of PMOs with annual budgets over $30,000; only 3% have 
budgets over $100,000. About 40% of the larger PMOs have a national focus 
for their educational, political, and other activities. The overwhelming 
percentage of these PMOs are tax exempt 501(c)3 groups. They are located 
throughout the nation but there is a substantial concentration on the two 
coasts; Washington, D.C. is a central location for larger PMOs. Two-thirds 
of the smaller PMOS were less than seven years old and three-quarters of the 
larger PMOs were less than 17 years old in 1988. Given these basic 
organizational dimensions, we now turn to an analysis of management 
characteristics including operations, values and strategies, and goals. 
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MANAGEMENT CHARACTERISTICS 
Operations 
The 26 operations questions in the survey (Table 8) cover internal manage-
ment (e.g., agreed upon structure, internal accounting procedures, funding 
plan, election of leaders), and external relations (e.g., coalition build-
ing, community relations). Some of these items are factual (e.g., leaders 
do budgeting) and others involve self-evaluation (success in developing 
support in the community, recognition of the group as a power that brings 
about social change, avoiding internal divisions and disagreement). 
There are substantial similarities between the two sets of PMOs in the rank 
order of the percentages indicating the operations statements are true 
(Table 8). Six of the top ten statements are the same for both sets of 
PMOs: 
1) leadership able to work with others 
2) members think and talk beyond the immediate issues of the organization 
3} using consensus processes and not majority rule to make important 
decisions most of the time 
4) internal accounting procedures in place 
5) members contribute money 
6) leaders are responsible for the budgeting 
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TABLE 8 
OPERATIONS STATEMENTS: LARGER AND SMALLER PMOS 
AND SOCIAL JUSTICE SEGMENTS WITHIN EACH SET OF PMOS 
Operations Statements 
Leadership quite able to work with those 
outside the organization 
Internal accounting procedures in place 
Members think and talk beyond the immediate 
issues of the group and its programs 
Leaders are responsible for budgeting 
Leaders involved in on-going org. evaluation 
Members contribute money to the organization 
Succeeded in forming on-going coalitions 
with similar organizations 
Successful in developing support in community 
or general public 
Most of the time use consensus process, not 
majority rule, for important decisions 
Successful in mobilizing people for action 
Original founders of the group are still 
personally involved 
Agreed upon, clearly defined structure, rules, 
procedures 
Members of the group have developed 
sense of group solidarity 
Successful in maintaining steady funding level 
People in community recognize group as a 
power that brings about social change 
Leaders responsible for raising funds from 
grassroots sources 
Membership receives annual financial reports 
Well thought-out funding plan 
Leaders responsible for raising funds from 
foundations 
Has avoided internal divisions/disagreements 
Leaders regularly hold evaluation sessions 
at the end of each action/program activity 
Would be helped by greater on-going contact 
with other groups 
Successful in developing diversified funding 
Chooses leaders by an election process 
Major donors on board or decisions committee 
Prefer to operate without designated leaders 
ALL PMOs 
L. S. 
(274} (139) 
% % 
87 76 
86 50 
73 76 
72 47 
72 42 
67 50 
64 45 
64 29 
60 74 
56 36 
55 58 
55 28 
54 60 
54 33 
53 19 
51 33 
48 44 
48 13 
46 14 
42 54 
41 26 
40 48 
40 9 
38 26 
26 8 
11 30 
SOCIAL 
JUSTICE 
PMOs 
L. S. 
(141) {73) 
% % 
91 75 
87 53 
77 75 
70 38 
78 42 
66 45 
71 44 
63 23 
65 71 
64 32 
54 52 
58 23 
59 62 
52 32 
58 18 
51 27 
57 49 
49 16 
45 14 
41 49 
46 29 
43 52 
38 8 
41 21 
23 5 
13 34 
L.= 100% sample; over $30,000 annual budget. S.= 5% sample; under $30,000 
annual budget. 
These items were on a Likert scale with values from 1-7. The percentages 
reported are 1+2 = True. Ranked by the Larger PMOs %. 
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The first two statements, leaders work with others and members think beyond 
the immediate issues of the organization, are operations statements relating 
to the external ~nvironment. The other four, consensus decision making, 
accounting, member contributions, and budgeting are statements about 
internal operations. 
The four operations statements in the top ten which are not the same for the 
two sets of PMOs reveal interesting contrasts. For the larger PMOs these 
four are: 
+ leaders are involved in an on-going process of organizational 
evaluation 
+ success in forming on-going coalitions with organizations that are 
similar to ours 
+ success in developing support for our organizations in the 
community or general public 
+ success in mobilizing people for action. 
Except for organizational evaluation, these statements refer to external 
success. 
For smaller PMOs the four different statements among the top ten are: 
+ the members of the group have developed a sense of group solidarity 
+ the original founders are still personally involved 
+ the organization has avoided internal divisions and disagreements 
+ they would be helped by greater on-going contact with other groups. 
Three of the statements relate to internal organization and the fourth 
indicates a need for more or better external relations. 
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These differences indicate more cohesive groups among the smaller PMOs with 
less experience with success in the larger community; the impression of more 
successful and well developed organizations characterizes the larger PMOs. 
These images are reinforced by other differences in the responses to 
statements about operations. 
Two of the more significant operations statements, one internal and one 
external, are very different for larger and smaller PMOs. Over half (55%) 
of the larger PMOs agree that "there is an agreed upon, clearly defined 
structure, that includes rules, operating procedures, and a known way for 
participants to hold each other accountable." This is true for only about a 
quarter of the smaller PMOs (28%), or half the proportion of the larger PMOs. 
The other statement "we have been successful in developing support for our 
organization in the community or general public" is considered true by 
almost two-thirds of the larger PMOs, and substantially less than one-third 
of the smaller PMOs. For a third example of substantial differences, the 
item "prefers to operate without formally designated leaders" is chosen by 
ten percent of the larger PMOs, but almost a third of the smaller PMOs. 
Two statements rank close to the bottom of the true percentages for both 
sets of PMOs as shown on Table 8 (and have concomitantly high false per-
centages). These are "major donors are represented on the board or 
decision-making committee'' and "we have been successful in developing 
diversified funding sources." These statements have different, though 
perhaps interrelated meanings. 
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A very large segment of the nonprofit world includes major donors on the 
governing board. Research on public policy and foundations revealed the 
presence of many donors and foundation trustees on the boards of activist 
organizations, think tanks, and policy formation groups (Colwell, 1980). It 
is not surprising that the smaller PMOs (90% of the movement) do not have 
donors on the board; it may be significant that less than half of the larger 
PMOs do. Lack of major donor board members may be one reason for the 
difficulty in diversifying funding sources. For the smaller PMOs, two 
statements related to funding are among the lowest ranked: "we have a well 
thought out funding plan" and "leaders are responsible for raising funds 
from foundations." Given the very small budgets of these organizations, 
these answers are not surprising. 
Organizational Values and Strategies 
There are thirteen statements in the survey which might be a reflection of 
either a value or a strategy or both. This ambiguity led to combining these 
items into one section. For example, "seeks major social change in the U.S. 
as a necessary prior condition before it is possible to achieve world peace" 
or "seeks to educate influential elites as the way to change public policy'' 
might be seen as a strategic approach, or as a reflection of a value. The 
values include "commitment to nonviolence," "opposed to all wars," and 
"condones the use of violence for revolutionary change in specific cases." 
The strategies include seeking a ''moderate public image," "seeks new members 
regularly," and "strives to act in terms of the slogan: 'Think globally, act 
locally'." 
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TABLE 9 
VALUES AND STRATEGIES OF PMOs 
Value and Strategy Statements 
Seeks to influence U.S. foreign policy 
Seeks new members regularly 
Commitment to nonviolence 
"Think globally, act locally" 
Opposed to all wars 
Major social change a prior condition 
Seeks a moderate public image 
Change how people think more than policy 
Educate elites to change public policy 
Prefers independence and non-affiliation 
Change individuals rather than policy 
Condones violence in specific cases 
Prefers to focus on local issues 
LARGER 
PMOs 
(N=274) 
% 
71 
71 
68 
59 
45 
44 
37 
32 
30 
15 
15 
10 
6 
SMALLER 
PMOs 
(N=139) 
% 
61 
60 
79* 
54 
53 
35 
31 
28 
25 
12 
10 
6 
7 
* Commitment to nonviolence ranks at the top of the list for the Smaller 
PMOs. Otherwise the rank order is the same for both sets of PMOs. 
Larger PMOs = 100% sample; over $30,000 annual budget. 
Smaller PMOs = 5% sample; under $30,000 annual budget. 
These items were on a Likert scale with values from 1-7. The percentages 
reported below are 1+2=True. Ranked by the Larger PMO %. 
As Table 9 shows, the rank order of values/strategies is almost identical 
for the larger and smaller PMOs. The top ranking value/strategy statements 
for the larger PMOs are: 1) seeking to influence U.S. foreign policy; 2) 
seeking new members; 3) a commitment to nonviolence; 4) thinking globally, 
acting locally. The same four statements are at the top for the smaller 
PMOs but commitment to nonviolence ranks first. With that exception the 
rank order of these value/strategy statements is the same for the two sets 
of PMOs. 
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The percentages citing the 13 value/strategy statements as true range from 
6\ to 71\ for the larger PMOs, and 7\ to 61\ for the smaller PMOs. The top 
four statements were selected as true by over half of the larger PMOs. 
Adding "opposition to all wars" to the four value/strategy statements above, 
the top five were selected by over half of the smaller PMOs. At the other 
end of the scale, a focus on local issues is selected as true by only 6\ -
7% of each set of PMOs. This is somewhat surprising since the "think 
globally, act locally" slogan was endorsed by high percentages of the total 
sample, and the majority of all these PMOs focus on local, state, or 
regional geographic areas. 
To evaluate how value/strategy preferences were related to operations, the 
frequencies on operations statements were obtained for each sub-set of PMOs 
indicating that a value/strategy statement was true. Tables 10 and 11 show 
the percentages for selected operations statements for those value/strategy 
statements selected as true by less than half and more than a quarter of the 
PMOs. 16 
For the larger PMOs the top operations statements for each value/strategy 
segment remain the same as those for all larger PMOs: leaders working with 
others, accounting procedures are in place, members think beyond immediate 
issues, and leaders are responsible for budgeting. Over half of the larger 
PMOs report that another 13 operations statements are true for each value/ 
strategy sub-set. This list includes statements about having a recognized 
structure, being successful in gaining public support, mobilizing people for 
action, and being recognized as a force for social change. 
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TABLE 10 
SELECTED OPERATIONS STATEMENTS FOR FOUR VALUE/STRATEGY SEGMENTS 
LARGER PMOs 
N = 
Percent of total 
SELECTED OPERATIONS** 
Organizational evaluation 
Members contribute 
Forming coalitions 
Public support 
Consensus 
Mobilizing for action 
Agreed upon structure 
Group solidarity 
Recognition as social change group 
Avoid internal divisions 
Elect leaders 
Operate without formal leaders 
VALUE/STRATEGY * 
L. A. B. C. D. 
274 112 98 84 80 
44 37 32 29 
% % % % % 
72 87 78 76 62 
67 68 78 71 65 
64 71 66 68 66 
64 67 66 60 65 
60 72 48 74 44 
56 67 53 44 46 
55 62 60 50 60 
54 62 52 56 49 
53 66 49 51 52 
42 43 50 43 46 
38 37 42 33 42 
11 17 7 12 7 
* These four value/strategy subgroups were chosen because more than 25% and 
less than 50% reported these statements were True in both sets of PMOs. 
** These twelve operations statements were chosen because of their intrinsic 
importance in organizational analysis and because they reveal the widest 
variation by value/strategy group. 
A.= Seeks major social change in the U.S. as a prior condition before it is 
possible to achieve world peace. 
B.= Seeks a moderate public image. 
C.= Seeks to change how people think about war more than specific defense 
policies. 
D.= Seeks to educate influential elites as a way to change public policy. 
L.= 100% sample: PMOs with $30,000 or more annual budget. 
Among the smaller PMOs, the top operations statements for the value/strategy 
sub-sets are the same as they are for all the smaller PMOs: leaders working 
with others, members thinking beyond immediate issues, consensus decision 
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making, and members developing a sense of group solidarity. Half of the 
smaller PMOs in each value/strategy sub-set report that the original 
founders are still involved, they have avoided internal divisions, 
accounting procedures are in place, and members contribute money. 
As Tables 10 and 11 show, there are a few substantial differences in value 
segments. Among larger PMOs (Table 10), those who seek a moderate public 
image are less likely to use consensus procedures or to be recognized in the 
community as a force for social change (Column C); they are more likely to 
receive contributions from members. 
Among smaller PMOs, (Table 11) those who seek a moderate image (Column C) 
are more likely to use consensus procedures and avoid internal divisions, 
and much less likely to be recognized in the community as a force fo1 social 
change. Those who seek a moderate image are less likely to operate without 
formal leaders, as is true also of the PMO group which reports that educat-
ing influential elites is a strong value. Additional analysis is needed to 
provide a detailed answer to the question of differences in operations 
related to value or strategy statements when less than half of the PMOs 
state the value/strategy is true. 
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TABLE 11 
SELECTED OPERATIONS STATEMENTS FOR FOUR VALUELSTRATEGY SEGMENTS 
SMALLER PMOs 
VALUE/STRATEGY * 
s. A. B. c. D. 
N = 139 45 40 37 31 
Percent of total 35 31 28 25 
SELECTED OPERATIONS** % % % % % 
Consensus 74 78 80 81 71 
Group solidarity 60 64 60 65 61 
Avoid internal divisions 54 51 65 62 45 
Members contribute 50 58 47 57 42 
Forming coalitions 45 53 45 35 48 
Organizational evaluation 42 42 40 51 45 
Mobilizing for action 36 31 27 24 26 
Operate without formal leaders 30 33 17 38 16 
Public support 29 38 25 27 32 
Agreed upon structure 28 33 32 41 29 
Elect leaders 26 22 30 22 35 
Recognition as social change group 19 31 17 16 19 
* These four value/strategy subgroups were ~hosen because more than 25% 
and less than 50% reported these statements were True in both sets of 
PMOs. 
** These twelve operations statements were chosen because of their intrin-
sic importance in organizational analysis and because they reveal the 
widest variation by value/strategy group. 
A.= Seeks major social change in the u.s. as a prior condition before it is 
possible to achieve world peace. 
B.= Seeks a moderate public image. 
C.= Seeks to change how people think about war more than specific defense 
policies. 
D.= Seeks to educate influential elites as a way to change public policy. 
S.= 5% sample: PMOs with less than $30,000 annual budget. 
In summary, the findings on values and strategies suggest that almost all 
PMOs assert that they seek to influence U.S. foreign policy, have a commit-
ment to nonviolence, and are opposed to all wars. A major segment sees 
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major social change in the u.s. as a prior condition for world peace. In 
addition, almost all the PMOs seek new members regularly, and "think 
globally, act locally," whether they are large or small. In most cases, 
responses on operations statements do not vary substantially depending upon 
value/strategy choices. 
Thus, a major question in this research about whether values and strategies 
would be related to different management practices within the peace movement 
is partially answered in the negative. An early assumption was that there 
would be measurable differences in management practices between groups which 
were committed to nonviolence, for example, and those which were not 
However, such a high percentage of PMOs value nonviolence that there is no 
variation in operations statements along that dimension. The subgroup of 
approximately one-third of each set of PMOs which seeks a moderate public 
image may prove to be a segment with substantially different management 
practices after more statistical analysis. A comparison across social 
movements might reveal that the values chosen by high percentages of the 
PMOs are related to differences in management practices between peace and 
other advocacy groups. 
Goals 
Examination of the goals chosen by theae PMOs completes this effort to 
relate operations to ideology or cause-orientation within the peace move-
ment. One of the most routine management admonitions for any organization 
is to be clear about goals or mission. A standard assumption is that the 
number and scope of goals may have to be tailored to fit the resources of 
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the organization. Observers of social movements note that different goals 
are pursued by separate organizations within a movement, a kind of organiza-
tional division of labor which produces a comprehensive effort for the cause 
involved. 
As discussed above, there were 21 goals which the PMOs could indicate were 
"not a goal," a "minor goal," or a "major goal." The percentages choosing 
each of the 21 listed goals as a major goal are shown in Table 12. 17 
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TABLE 12 
MAJOR GOALS OF PMOs 
Goal statements 
Changing U.S. consciousness so that war is no longer 
a viable option in international relations 
Promoting social justice in the U.S. and worldwide 
Eliminating war as a tool of American foreign policy 
Changing U.S. foreign policy to end unilateral intervention 
in the foreign and domestic affairs of other nations 
Eliminating nuclear weapons from the U.S. arsenal 
Eliminating nuclear weapons worldwide 
Encouraging the use of peaceful conflict resolution 
techniques in solving international disputes 
Protecting human rights at home and abroad 
Promoting personal peace and commitment to nonviolence 
among our members and in the general public 
Obtaining verifiable arms control agreements between 
the U.S. and the U.S.S.R. 
Preventing the development, testing, and/or deployment 
of specific weapon systems (e.g. MX, B-1, SDI, etc.) 
Encouraging a more positive view of the Soviet Union 
Developing an alternative to "anti-communism" or 
"containment" as a foreign policy 
Changing the U.S. Congress to create a majority who 
will shift U.S. foreign policy away from war 
Elimination of all U.S. expenditures for offensive war 
Encouraging economic, not military, foreign aid programs 
Converting defense industries to non-military production 
Protecting natural resources and the environment 
Strengthening international organizations (e.g.United 
Nations, World Court) 
Preventing a draft of American youth into military service 
Establishing a nuclear free zone by ballot or local ordinance 
Larger PMOs = 100% sample; over $30,000 annual budget. 
Smaller PMOs = 5% sample; under $30,000 annual budget. 
LARGER 
PMOs 
(N=274) 
% 
58 
54 
53 
49 
48 
46 
46 
44 
42 
42 
37 
35 
35 
31 
29 
23 
22 
21 
20 
11 
8 
The PMOs were also asked to select their five most important goals. 
SMALLER 
PMOs 
(N=139) 
% 
56 
57 
59 
52 
57 
59 
48 
56 
52 
52 
48 
35 
28 
35 
34 
40 
26 
24 
23 
16 
13 
Assuming that SMOs can seriously focus on no more than three important 
goals, the accumulated percentage choosing each goal as either the first, 
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second, or third most important goals was computed. The results are 
reported in Table 13. 
TABLE 13 
TOP THREE MOST IMPORTANT GOALS OF PMOs 
Ranked by percentages of the Larger Budget PMOs 
Goal statements 
Promoting social justice in the u.s. and worldwide 
Changing U.S. consciousness so that war is no longer 
a viable option in international relations 
Encouraging the use of peaceful conflict resolution 
techniques in solving international disputes 
Changing u.s. foreign policy to end unilateral intervention 
in the foreign and domestic affairs of other nations 
Promoting personal peace and commitment to nonviolence 
among our members and in the general public 
Eliminating nuclear weapons worldwide 
Obtaining verifiable arms control agreements between 
the U.S. and the U.S.S.R. 
Preventing the development, testing, and/or deployment 
of specific weapon systems (e.g. MX,B-1,SDI,etc.) 
Protecting human rights at home and abroad 
Eliminating nuclear weapons from the U.S. arsenal 
Eliminating war as a tool of American foreign policy 
Establishing a nuclear free zone by local ordinance 
Developing an alternative to "anti-communism" or 
"containment" as a foreign policy 
Protecting natural resources and the environment 
Encouraging a more positive view of the Soviet Union 
Changing the U.S. Congress to create a majority who 
will shift U.S. foreign policy away from war 
Strengthening international organizations (e.g.United 
Nations, World Court) 
Preventing a draft of American youth into military service 
Converting defense industries to non-military production 
Elimination of all U.S. expenditures for offensive war 
Encouraging economic, not military, foreign aid programs 
Larger PMOs = 100% sample; over $30,000 annual budget. 
Smaller PMOs = 5% sample; under $30,000 annual budget. 
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LARGER 
PMOS 
(N=274) 
% 
27 
20 
19 
18 
16 
15 
14 
12 
12 
12 
12 
11 
8 
6 
6 
6 
5 
4 
4 
4 
3 
SMALLER 
PMOS 
(N=139) 
% 
35 
24 
25 
26 
35 
29 
18 
23 
21 
17 
12 
8 
3 
11 
7 
6 
10 
8 
8 
7 
8 
There are several observations which summarize the data on goals. First, 
essentially the same range of goals are pursued by large percentages of all 
PMOs, regardless of size, organizational maturity, management charac-
teristics, or geographic focus. 
Second, the "major goal" percentages for each goal are much higher than 
those for the goal as one of the top three "important goals" (Tables 12 and 
13). Three goals were chosen as major goals by over half of the larger 
PMOs: 
+ changing U.S. consciousness so that war is no longer a viable 
option in international relations 
+ promoting social justice in the U.S. and world wide 
+ eliminating war as a tool of American foreign policy 
These same goals were major goals for over half of the smaller PMOs as well, 
but six more goals were chosen as major goals by over half of this set of 
PMOs. The highest percentage, 59%, indicated that "eliminating nuclear 
weapons worldwide" is a major goal. The additional five, chosen by 52% to 
57% of the smaller PMOs are: 
+ eliminating nuclear weapons from the U.S. arsenal 
+ protecting human rights at home and abroad 
+ changing U.S. foreign policy to end unilateral intervention in 
the foreign and domestic affairs of other nations 
+ promoting personal peace and commitment to nonviolence among our 
members and in the general public 
+ obtaining verifiable arms control agreements between the U.S. 
and the U.S.S.R. 
Establishing a nuclear free zone by ballot or ordinance and preventing a 
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military service draft of American youth were chosen as major goals by very 
small percentages. 
Third, rankings of the' most important goals and the major goals are~ diff-
erent. For example, eliminating war as a tool of foreign policy is in third 
place among the larger PMO major goals and ties for first place among the 
smaller PMOs. When the top three most important goals are ranked however, 
eliminating war is tied with three others for eighth place among the larger 
PMOs and drops to eleventh place among the smaller PMOs~ Promoting personal 
peace and commitment to nonviolence moves from ninth place in the major goal 
rankings of the larger PMOs to fifth place among the top three most impor-
tant goals; it ties for first place among the smaller PMO's most important 
goals. Working for a nuclear free zone by ballot or ordinance is considered 
a major goal by the smallest percentages (Table 12) and ranks at the bottom, 
but ranks twelfth among the larger PMOs and thirteenth among the smaller 
PMOs in the top three most important goals list (Table 13). 
Fourth, and more significant from the point of view of the management and 
operation of these PMOs, is the fact that higher percentages of the smaller 
PMOs chose goals as both major and important. This leads to the conclusion 
that the smaller PMOs with fewer resources are attempting to achieve more 
goals than the larger PMOs, and the smaller PMOs are attempting to achieve a 
more varied set of most important goals. Referring to the standard advice 
given to organizations, it appears the vast majority of PMOs do not focus on 
a few goals and do not tailor the scope of these goals to available 
resources. 
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Fifth, a major finding is that 27% percent of the larger PMOs and 35% 
percent of the smaller PMOs rank "seeking social justice" as one of the 
three most important organizational goals (Table 13); this was the largest 
accumulated percentage for any important goal and ranked higher than any of 
the choices related to nuclear weapons or disarmament. Coupling this 
finding with the fact that substantial numbers cite the strategy of "seeking 
major social change in the U.S. as a prior condition to world peace," we can 
assert that a major portion of the American peace movement has "an overrid-
ing commitment to the peace of justice, freedom, and liberation" as descri-
bed by DeBenedetti. 18 It is also obvious, however, that not all the peace 
movement has this commitment to social justice. In fact, an earlier 
analysis revealed there were almost the same number of PMOs which report 
social justice is "not a goal" as report social justice is a most important 
goal. (Colwell, 1988b). t9 
The sizeable portion of PMOs which focused on social justice as a major goal 
might be different from the rest of the PMOs in terms of values/strategies, 
operations, and other management characteristics. Prior analysis showed 
that there were very few 4ifferences between this major goal segment and the 
aggregated data for all the other PMOs with respect to founding year, budget 
size, geographic focus, the presence of a governing board, management 
practices, operations, values and strategies. The general finding is that 
this social justice goal segment is extremely representative of all the PMOs 
covered in this survey. 20 
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Finally, the similarities in rankings and percentages between all the PMOs 
and the social justice goal sub-set are striking. As may be seen in Table 8 
(page 22), the same goals are among the top ten for the larger social 
justice PMOs and all the larger PMOs, although there is a slight difference 
in the order. Similarly, among the smaller PMOs, nine of the top ten most 
important goals are the same for the entire group and the social justice 
sub-set. The rank ordering of the operations statements for the larger 
social justice PMOs and the smaller social justice PMOs is essentially the 
same for each set of PMOs as a whole. 
Similarly, there is a significant contrast between the two sets of PMOs with 
respect to structure, with 58% of the social justice segment among larger 
PMOs and 23% of the social justice segment in smaller PMOs indicating that 
it is true that "there is an agreed upon, clearly defined structure, that 
includes rules, operations, procedures, and a known way for participants to 
hold each other accountable." 
Conclusions on the operations, values and strategies, goals data 
A basic research question was whether management and operations systemati-
cally vary in relation to values, strategies, and goals. The evidence 
suggests that the major variation in operations is found between the large 
and small PMOs. Percentages on operations statements vary only slightly by 
value/strategy or by most important goal; this is the basic finding in the 
social justice-major goal segment as well. Here, as well as elsewhere, a 
more complex statistical analysis may reveal some clusters of PMOs which 
differ from one another substantially on operations, but it is unlikely to 
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greatly modify the statement that goals are not directly related to opera-
tions. Once again, a basic question is essentially answered in the nega-
tive. 
Another conclusion may be reached looking at the findings on values, 
strategies, and goals together. The choices of goals and strategies 
reflects a shared perception about the American social system and the 
process of social change in the United States. For example, about one-tenth 
of the smaller PMOS, and fewer than one-third of the larger PMOs seek "to 
educate influential elites as the way to change public policy:" less than 
one tenth of either sample puts "changing the U.S. Congress to create a 
majority who will shift U.S. foreign policy away from war" as one of the top 
three most important goals. 
These facts contrast with 1) the very large percentages of both sets of PMOs 
that seek to influence foreign policy, 2) the substantial proportion which 
states that major social change in the U.S. is a prior condition for 
achieving world peace, and 3) the over 50% which consider promoting social 
justice in the U.S. and worldwide a major goal. 
Although there are competing perspectives in social science on who has the 
preponderance of power in the American social structure, neither corporate 
control, pluralists, or class structure theorists claim that there is a 
direct method to bring about shifts in public policy except through the 
actions of governing political elites with the cooperation of economic 
elites. In general, social movements, popular protest, and electoral 
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activities are all oriented toward pressuring ruling groups or changing the 
composition of the governing elites as an indirect method of influencing 
policy outcomes. The peace movement appears to be a surprising exception to 
this generalization. Space does not allow further analysis of the 
educational, political, and electoral activities data from this survey to 
help clarify this point; such analysis will be reported elsewhere. 
OVERALL CONCLUSIONS ON THE MANAGEMENT AND ORGANIZATIONAL ~HARACTERISTICS OF 
PMOS 
The data discussed above need to be compared to similar facts about SMOs in 
general before they can be evaluated in normative terms. We know that a 
huge percentage of the peace movement consists of small budget organizations 
with multiple, diverse, and ambitious major and important goals. The 
smaller PMOs, which comprise 90% of the organizations in the peace movement, 
report that they generally do not have well developed internal organiza-
tional structures or adequate funding. By their own evaluation, they are 
not very successful at mobilizing people for action or gaining widespread 
public support. 
The small portion of larger PMOs with budgets over $30,000 have goals just 
as diverse as the smaller PMOs, but they choose fewer major goals per 
organization and work on a more compact set of important goals. 21 These 
larger PMOs are substantially different from the smaller PMOs with respect 
to the operations statements they cite as true. Over half report a well 
defined internal structure. By their own evaluation, the larger PMOs have 
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been successful in forming coalitions, mobilizing people, and getting 
support from the general public. These larger PMOs also reflect the need 
for more stable funding from a more diverse base of support. 
The goals sought and the values expressed are very similar for the two sets 
of PMOs and there appears to be no systematic relationship between goals, 
strategies, and management characteristics. The goals and strategies may be 
quite unrealistic given the structure of economic and political power in the 
U.S. Comparison with other SMOs would be extremely helpful in evaluating 
whether PMOs are more or less reality-oriented in their social change 
efforts. 
FUTURE RESEARCH ON NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONS 
This study of a large number of NPOs within one ''industry," the peace 
movement, provides baseline data for organizational analysis of cause-
oriented SMOs and NPOs. The earliest sociological studies of organizations 
were within one industry, but accumulating comparative data was difficult 
because the same measures were not used across multiple industries; there 
was also a lack of longitudinal studies {Scott, 1975). One of the objec-
tives of this research was to develop data on organizational characteristics 
which could be compared with other social movements. A useful next step 
would be similar surveys of other cause-oriented SMOs such as environmental, 
women's, civil rights, and other soci~l justice groups using the same 
operations statements. There is a need for longitudinal as well as cross-
sectional research. Analysis of the operations data for the older PMOs in 
this survey would provide some tentative evidence similar to that found in 
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longitudinal studies, and a repetition of this study in five years would be 
productive. 
A third approach is a comparison between "social change" cause-oriented NPOs 
and those which are termed "consensus" social movements because they do not 
have major opposition in the general public or the power structure, such as 
the movement against drunk driving. Such comparison could directly address 
the question of the importance of the political and cultural environment in 
the success of NPOs and other aspects of resource mobilization theory. 
The major purpose in studying PMOs from this organizational perspective was 
not theoretical, however. Organizational characteristics of SMOs have a 
relationship to achieving espoused goals. In my view, given the large 
numbers of citizens who are "for peace" and are involved in some peace 
activity, the U.S. peace movement has not achieved the policy changes, 
created the alternative institutions, or caused the cultural shifts which 
would be considered marks of social movement success.22 
The question of whether the lack of organizational sophistication of the 
majority of the peace movement is the result of ideological orientation is 
not fully answered by these data, nor is the question of whether the outside 
forces arrayed against the peace movement are more significant in preventing 
success than the lack of organizational sophistication and other resources. 
However, for those concerned about the peace movement, these data highlight 
the need to focus on internal management and organization of PMOs and on the 
organizational division of la~or within the peace movement. 
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Above all, there is a critical need for a realistic evaluation of the 
relationship between goals sought, values espoused, strategies used, and 
resources available to the peace movement in light of the political and 
economic realities of the United States in the 1980's. It is hoped that the 
evidence reported here, and future analysis of these data, will stimulate 
the discussion and action necessary to develop a more cohesive, effective, 
and successful American peace movement in the last decades of the 20th 
century. 
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ENDNOTES 
1. DeBenedetti, Charles "American Peace Activism, 1945-1985" in 
Charles Chatfield and Peter van den Dungen, Eds. Peace Movements and 
Political Cultures. The University of Tennessee Press, Knoxville. 1988 p.222 
2. Although the peak/trough phenomenon may be continuing in the great 
decrease in activity among freeze groups, it cannot be ascribed to the 
advent of a major war, and is, therefore, a different situation than that 
described by Boulding and Young in their articles. 
3. 1983 Handbook; Arms Control and Peace Organizations /Activities 
Washington, D.C.: The Forum Institute; Fine, M. and P. Steven, American 
Peace Directory,1984 Cambridge, MA: Ballinger 1984 and Topsfield Foundation, 
Grassroots Peace Directory, Pomfret, CT: Topsfield, first edition, 1985. 
4. DeBenedetti, c. "American Peace Activism, 1945-1985'' in Chatfield, c. and 
P. Van Den Dungen, Eds. Peace Movements and Political Culture Knoxville: 
University of Tennessee Press, 1988 p. 222. 
5. Solo, Pam From Protest to Policy pp. 131-144 and pp. 159-164. 
6. Staggenborg, Suzanne "Stability and Innovation in the Women's Movement: A 
Comparison of Two Movement Organizations" Social Problems 36:75-92, F~bruary 
1989. p.90 
7. Lerner, Michael Surplus Powerlessness. Oakland, CA: Institute for Labor 
and Mental Health, 1986 p. ii. 
8. Ibid., p.i 
9. Ibid., p 237. 
10. Ibid., pp 246-250. 
11. The survey was pre-tested on two different groups of PMOs and modified 
to reflect what we learned from the pre-test and consultation with other 
survey researchers and specialists on nonprofit organizations. Whenever 
feasible, we followed the valuable advice in Dillman (1978) in formatting 
the questionnaire, and in follow-up which included a reminder post card, a 
second mailing to all who had not responded, and some telephone calls to 
urge the PMO to fill out the survey form. 
12. The scale went from Definitely True (1) to Definitely False (7). In 
scoring these items 1 and 2 frequencies were added to provide a "True'' 
response and 6 and 7 were combined to provide a "False" response. Convert-
ing all the answers to a score and computing medians produces a different 
ordering of the items in these two sections. I chose to emphasize the 
strong replies at the extremes rather than the average of all replies. The 
present questionnaire is not a standardized scale, and there is little 
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justification for considering the intervals as measuring the same amount of 
agreement or disagreement. There is reason to believe that responses of 
3,4, or 5, on these scales are ambiguous and the more accurate picture is 
presented by using the true and false as computed. 
13. There was space for two write-in goals and almost half of the surveys 
included some written-in goals. In many cases these were restatements of 
the 21 goals listed, but the variety of these goals indicates how many of 
the surveyed organizations were not primarily peace organizations. An 
analysis of all these write-in goals is beyond the scope of this paper, but 
is an important next step in this research. 
14. The factors include subtracting the educational institutions and 
foundations from the total, adding fifteen organizations from the 5% 
sample which reported budgets over $30,000, and estimating that these 
fifteen do not indicate the existence of 300 large budget PMOs (15 times 
20). It does not seem credible, given the much higher response rates of 
the larger organizations, that the Grassroots Peace Directory includes 
300 larger budget organizations which did not supply financial informa-
tion on the Directory survey form. 
15. For comparison purposes, the Sierra Club has over 400,000 members 
and it is only one of several large membership organizations in the 
environmental movement. 
16. Logically, when a value/strategy statements is chosen as true by well 
over half of the total PMOs, the frequencies on the operations statements 
will be very similar to those for the whole group. If the value/strategy 
statement is considered true by a very small percentage, this set of PMOs is 
already, by definition, substantially different from the larger group. 
17. The write-in goals were also chosen by substantial numbers of PMOs, but 
the variety of goals was such that no one would achieve a high percentage. 
The analysis of these goals, in connection with the other goals chosen will 
be one of the next steps in this research. 
18. DeBenedetti, p. 222. 
19. The PMOs which indicate that social justice is "not a goal" may be a 
distinctive segment. Although they work on arms control and related issues, 
some of this set of PMOs indicate in written comments that they do not 
consider themselves "peace groups". This split among organizations that the 
outside observer would consider part of the peace movement and other data 
cause the speculation that the peace movement is divided int6 several 
different parts, working in some isolation from one another, each following 
a different vision of how social change is created in the U.S. This split 
may also be relevant to the limited success of the movement. 
20. There is one difference between the social justice segment and the 
aggregated data for all the PMOs. Over one-third of the social justice PMOs 
have a religious constituency as compared with one-quarter of all the PMOs. 
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21. It should be noted that very large percentages wrote in goals 
chose these write-in goals as among the top most important goals. 
quent analysis may show that the range of important goals for the 
budget PMOs is just as wide as that of the smaller budget PMOs. 
and also 
Subse-
larger 
22. In another view, Elise Boulding points out that peace movement has 
created a series of symbols recognized world wide and "the acknowledgement 
of these symbols is the best testimony to the change in world view the peace 
movement has nurtured. Whatever the outcome of the most recent activities 
of the peace movement, the international system cannot return to its 
nineteenth century ways" Boulding, 1983, page 3. 
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SURVEY OF ORGANIZATIONS AND GROUPS VOIUUNG FOR PBACB 
I strongly encourage you to complete and return this confidential 
questionnaire. More complete information on all kinds of peace 
activity will help us in our program of training, consultation, 
and grant making. Please send this survey back quickly. Vith 
thanks in advance. 
Andrea Ayvazian 
Director of Training 
Peace Development Fund 
Results from this survey will be covered in Nuclear Times,-and 
we hope you will provide all the information requested promptly. 
These facts will improve our ability to report on the peace 
movement and efforts to make it more effective. Ve look forward 
to your reply and are grateful for your cooperation. 
Richard Healey 
Publisher, Nuclear Times 
DIRECTIONS 
Please ans~er as completely as possible from the perspective of the 
organization. If a question is clearly not applicable to your 
organization or group, please ~rite in NA and make a note in the 
comment section. 
THANR YOU FOR YOUR HELP AND COOPERATION. 
BEGIN HERE 
I. TYPE OF ORGANIZATION 
Circle just one number for the description ~hich is most appropriate 
for your group or organization. 
1 Primarily a group of friends working together for peace 
2 Organized independent group working at the local level 
3 Local affiliate of a state~ide or national group 
4 Regional affiliate of a statewide or national ~roup 
5 State~ide group 
6 Statewide or national clearinghouse for other groups 
7 National federation or coalition of state and local groups 
8 Independent national group ~ithout local affiliates 
9 Independent national group with local affiliates 
10 Peace committee or task force within a larger organization 
11 OTHER (please explain) 
---------------------------------------
2. 
II. GOALS 
A. Peace groups and other organizations focus on many goals and choose 
programs and activities to achieve them. Please read the list of goals 
below and think about which are major goals for your organization, which 
are less important, and which are not included in the mission of your 
group. Circle the number of the answer (at right) for each goal. 
(Circle One Number) 
Not a Minor Major 
goal goal goal 
1 2 3 
1 Elimination of all U.S. expenditures 
for offensive war .............................. 1 
2 Preventing a draft of American youth into 
military service .............................. 1 
3 Establishing a nuclear free zone by ballot or 
local ordinance............................... 1 
4 Promoting personal peace and commitment to 
nonviolence among our members and the general 
public........................................ 1 
5 Eliminating war as a tool of American foreign 
policy................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
6 Encouraging a more positive view of the 
Soviet Union.................................. 1 
7 Obtaining verifiable arms control agreements 
between the U.S. and the U.S.S.R .............. 1 
8 Converting defense industries to non-military 
production.................................... 1 
9 Changing the U.S. Congress to create a 
majority who will shift U.S. foreign policy 
away from war. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
10 Eliminating nuclear weapons from 
the U.S. arsenal. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 1 
11 Changing U.S. foreign policy to end unilateral 
intervention in the foreign and domestic 
affairs of other nations ....................... 1 
3. 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
(Circle One Number) 
Not a Minor Major 
goal goal goal 
12 Preventing the development, testing, 
and/or deployment of specific weapons 
systems (e.g. MX, B-1, SDI, etc.) .............. 1 
13 Eliminating nuclear weapons world-wide ......... 1 
14 Changing U.S. conscipusness so that war 
is no longer a viable option in 
international relations ........•..............•. 1 
15 Strengthening international organizations 
(e.g. United Nations, Vorld Court) .....•........ 1 
16 Encouraging the use of peaceful conflict 
resolution techniques in solving international 
disputes........................................ 1 
17 Encouraging economic, not military, 
foreign aid programs. . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • • . 1 
18 Promoting social justice in the United States 
and worldwide. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
19 Protecting human rights at home and abroad ...... 1 
20 Protecting natural resources and the environment .. ! 
21 Developing an alternative to "anti-communism" or 
"containment" as a foreign policy •................ 1 
Other goal(s) for which you work. (please specify) 
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2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------
23 ______________________________________________________________ __ 
From the above list, pick the five most important goals for which your group 
or organization works. Please put the numbers of the items in rank order 
below. 
Host 
Important 
Item number of important goals for which 
this organization works, in order of 
importance: 1 2 
4. 
3 4 5 
III. ORGANIZATIONAL VALUES AND STRATEGIES 
B. Ye are interested in the values and strategies of peace groups 
and other organizations which have diverse views on different 
topics. Please read the list of statements below. In the space 
provided to the right of the statement, indicate if the statement 
is true or false for your group or organization by inserting the most 
appropriate number. (Comments may be added at bottom of page.) 
1 2 
DEFINITELY 
TRUE 
3 4 5 6 7 
DEFINITELY 
FALSE 
(Insert number from 
scale above) 
1 Our organization has a commitment to nonviolence ............. . 
2 Our organization believes in changing individuals 
rather than public policy ......................•...........•.. 
3 Our organization is opposed to all wars ...................... . 
4 Our organization seeks a moderate public image ............... . 
5 Our organization seeks major social change in the U.S. 
as a necessary prior condition before it is possible 
to achieve world peace ....................................... . 
6 Our organization condones the use of violence for 
revolutionary change in specific cases ...••.........•......... 
---
---
---
---
---
---
7 Our organization prefers to focus on local issues ............. ___ _ 
B Our organization prefers to be independent and not 
affiliated with other groups in a federation, alliance, 
or coalition ........................•....................•.... 
9 Our organization seeks to educate influential elites 
as the way to change public policy .......................•.•.. 
---
---
10 Our organization seeks new members regularly ........•......... __ _ 
11 Our organization strives to act in terms of the slogan: 
"think globally, act locally." ................................ __ 
12 Our organization seeks to change how people think about 
war more than to change specific defense policies ............. ___ _ 
13 Our organization seeks to influence U.S. foreign policy ....... __ _ 
(Comments) ____________________________________ ___ 
5. 
IV.OPERATIONS 
C. Ve are interested in how peace groups operate. Please read the 
list of statements below. In the space to the right of each 
statement, please indicate if the statement is true or false for your 
group or organization by inserting the most appropriate number from the 
true/false scale. 
1 2 
DEFINITELY 
TRUE 
3 4 5 6 7 
DEFINITELY 
FALSE 
(Insert number from 
scale above) 
1 Ve have been successful in developing support for our 
organization in the community or general ~ublic .......•...... 
2 There is an agreed upon, clearly defined structure, 
that includes rules, operating procedures and a known 
way for participants to hold each other accountable .......... . 
3 Members contribute money to the organization .............••.•. 
4 Ve have been successful in maintaining a steady 
funding level ................................................ . 
5 Our organization prefers to operate without 
---
---
---
---
formally designated leaders ......••....•..•........•....•..... __ _ 
6 Our organization chooses leaders by an election process ••..•.• ___ _ 
7 Leaders are responsible for the budgeting ............•..•...•. 
---
8 Our leadership has been quite able to work with others 
outside of the organization ..........................•..••.•.. 
---
9 People in the community (or general public) recognize 
our group as a power that brings about social change .•..•..... __ __ 
10 Ve have a well-thought-out fund raising plan ...•..•.....•..•.. 
---
11 Leaders are responsible for raising funds from foundations .... __ __ 
12 Ve have succeeded in forming on-going coalitions 
with organizations that are similar to ours •••••.•••..•.•••... 
---
13 Major donors are represented on the board or 
decision-making committee .................................... . 
---
6. 
1 2 
DEFINITELY 
TRUE 
3 4 5 6 7 
DEFINITELY 
FALSE 
(Insert number from 
scale above) 
14 Internal accounting procedures are in place .........•.•....... 
---
15 Most of the time we use consensus processes and not 
majority rule to make important decisions .............•......• 
---
16 Ye have been successful in developing diversified 
funding sources ............•....................•...•...•..... 
---
17 The membership receives financial reports at least annually ... 
---
18 Our organization has avoided internal divisions 
and disagreements ............................................. __ _ 
19 Leaders are responsible for raising funds from 
grass-roots sources ........................................... __ _ 
20 Our organization has been successful in mobilizing 
people for action .......•..................................... 
---
21 The members of the group have developed a sense of 
group solidarity .... ......................................... . 
---
22 Ye would be helped by greater on-going contact with 
other groups .................................................. __ _ 
23 Members of our group think and talk beyond the immediate 
issues of the group and its programs .......................... __ _ 
24 Leaders are involved in an on-going process of 
organizational evaluation .................. , .................. __ _ 
25 Leaders regularly hold evaluation sessions at the end 
of each action or program activity .•.......................... 
---
26 The original founders of the group are still 
personally involved ....................•..............•.•..... __ _ 
7. 
V. ACTIVITIES 
D. EDUCATIONAL AND POLITICAL ACTIVITIES 
Peace groups and other organizations engage in many different kinds of 
activities to achieve their goals. Please read the list of activities 
below. Circle the number of the answer that indicates whether or not 
your group or organization engaged in the activity in 1987. 
(Circle number) 
1 Distributed literature (tabling, leafleting, etc.) •.••.. l NO 2 YES 
2 Presented lecture, film or slide show ................... l NO 2 YES 
3 Participated in rally or demonstration .....•..•....•..•. ! NO 2 YES 
4 Engaged in civil disobedience ..............•......•..... l NO 2 YES 
5 Canvassed door-to-door, talked to residents .•.....•.••.. ! NO 2 YES 
6 Ran advertisement in media stating position on issue •... l NO 2 YES 
7 Participated in vigil or prayer service .......•.•....••. l NO 2 YES 
8 Visited members of Congress .....•.•....••........•..••.• l NO 2 YES 
9 Visited state or local officials ....•.........•....••••. ! NO 2 YES 
10 Testified at Congressional hearing .••......••.••.•..•••• l NO 2 YES 
11 Testified at state or local government hearing ......•••. l NO 2 YES 
12 Consulted with national government official to plan 
legislative strategy .....•.....•.•..••...•..........•..• l NO 2 YES 
13 Consulted with state or local government official 
to plan legislative strategy ..•.•..•••.•..••..•....••••• l NO 2 YES 
14 Had influential constituent contact Congressperson's 
office .................................................. 1 NO 2 YES 
15 Had influential constituent contact state or local 
elected official ....••.•••••..••....•....•..•.....•..••. l NO 2 YES 
16 Participated in letter-writing campaign •.....•...•...••• l NO 2 YES 
17 Filed suit or otherwise engaged in litigation ...•.••.••. ! NO 2 YES 
18 Helped draft state or local legislation ......••....•.... ! NO 2 YES 
19 Helped draft national legislation .•.•...........•..••••. ! NO 2 YES 
8. 
20 Provided draft counseling ............................... ! NO 2 YES 
21 Participated in boycott ................................• ! NO 2 YES 
22 Provided non-violence training .......................... 1 NO 2 YES 
23 Provided war-tax resistance information ... · .............. 1 NO 2 YES 
24 Monitored arms-control legislation .........••........... 1 NO 2 YES 
25 Monitored foreign policy legislation ..........•......... 1 NO 2 YES 
26 Monitored the voting records of members of Congress ..... 1 NO 2 YES 
27 Encouraged our members to participate in citizen 
exchanges or peace delegations to other countries ......• 1 NO 2 YES 
28 Encouraged our members to write letters to a 
local newspaper .............•.........................•. 1 NO 2 YES 
29 Built up positive relationship with member 
of press or media ...................•..•..•............. 1 NO 2 YES 
30 Other (specify)------------------------------~----------------
E. ELECTORAL ACTIVITIES 
Please circle the number that indicates whether your organization 
engaged in each elective activity in either the 1986 elections for 
Congress or in state or local elections i~ 1986-1987. 
1 Encouraged our members to join local political party 
organizations (e.g. precinct and ward clubs,committees).1 NO 
2 Encouraged our members to participate 
in party caucuses or primaries ............•............. ! NO 
3 Encouraged our members to give money to a political 
party ................................................... 1 NO 
4 Encouraged our members to work and/or contribute money 
to electoral campaigns of peace-minded candidates ....... ! NO 
5 Conducted a voter registration campaign ................. 1 NO 
6 Helped get voters to the polls on election day .......... 1 NO 
7 Held a public meeting for political candidates .......... ! NO 
8 Made public endorsements of a candidate for office ...... l NO 
9 Participated in initiative or referendum campaign ....... l NO 
10 Other election activity (please specify) 
2 YES 
2 YES 
2 YES 
2 YES 
2 YES 
2 YES 
2 YES 
2 YES 
2 YES 
----------------------------
9. 
F. CO-SPONSORSHIP OF ACTIVITIES 
In 1987, did your group or organization co-sponsor 
educational, fundraising, program, or other 
activities with other groups or organizations? ............ ! NO 
(If YES, please circle the number indicating whether or not your 
group co-sponsored activities with each type of group in 1987.) 
1 Peace organizations .........•....•.•.......•.••••••••••• ! NO 
2 YES 
2 YES 
2 Religious organizations (e.g. church task force) ....•..• 1 NO 2 YES 
3 Minority group organizations ..........•....•..•..•..•... 1 NO 2 YES 
4 Senior citizen organizations .•............••.....•.•..•• 1 NO 2 YES 
5 Labor unions ...•..................•.................••.. 1 NO 2 YES 
6 Environmental organizations •.•..•.•..........••.••....•• ! NO 2 YES 
7 Lesbian/gay organizations .................•..........•.• ! NO 2 YES 
8 ~omen's organizations •.•.........•.•...............•.... 1 NO 2 YES 
9 Civic organizations (e.g. Rotary, Kiwanis) .•..•....•...• l NO 2 YES 
10 Political party organizations ..•...•...•......•.. , •..••. 1 NO 2 YES 
11 Professional organizations (e.g. AAUV, County 
medical society) ............•......•.......•.........••. 1 NO 2 YES 
12 Student organizations •...................•....•.•.•..• , .1 NO 2 YES 
13 Other (specify) ______________________________________________ __ 
G. Are there organizations with which your group will 
not co-sponsor activities? •..........••.•........••.....••• ! NO 2 YES 
(If YES, please explain) 
---------------------------------------------
10. 
VI. ORGANIZATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS 
H. MEMBERSHIP DEFINED 
Are your members organizations or individuals? 
(Circle one 
number only) 
1 Organizations only .......................... 1 
2 Individuals only ....................•.. , ...• 2 
(Ski~ to question J.) 
3 Both organizations and individuals .......... 3 
I. ORGANlZATIONAL MEMB.ERS 
Does your group have ORGANIZATIONAL members? .............. l NO 
If YES, about how many organizational members do you have now? 
2 YES 
----
If YES, which of the following are requirements for being an 
ORGANIZATIONAL member? 
1 Agree with our mission statement .....••.•..•.....•....••. 1 NO 2 YES 
2 Pay dues .................................................. 1 NO 2 YES 
If YES, how much are dues per year? $ _______ __ 
3 Provide volunteers on a regular basis .................... ! NO 2 YES 
If YES, how many hours of volunteer work per week? hrs. 
4 Provide paid staff on a regular basis ............•....... l NO 2 YES 
If YES, how many hours of paid staff work per week? hrs. 
5 Send representative(s) to policy or planning meetings ... ! NO 2 YES 
6 Engage in joint actions .................................. ! NO 2 YES 
7 Other (please specify) ___________________________________ __ 
J. INDIVIDUAL MEMBERS 
What is the minimum requirement for an individual men1bership? 
1 Pay dues ....................•.........•..... _ NO · 2 YES 
2 Attend a meeting ............................ ! NO 2 YES 
3 Subscrive to our publication(s) ............. l NO 2 YES 
4 Sign up to be on the mailing list ........... 1 NO 2 YES 
5 Other (please specify) ____________________________ _ 
11. 
K. Are your members primarily part of a specific 
category of people (e.g. women, religious denomination, 
occupational or regional group)? .............••..•.••..••.•. l NO 2 YES 
If YES, please specify 
L. Do you have a list of your members? ............•........•. l NO 2 YES 
If YES, is it on a computer? ..............•..•••••.••• 1 NO 2 YES 
H. About how many individual members do you have now? 
N. PARTICIPATION OF MEMBERS 
Please read the list below. Circle the number for each answer to 
indicate how the general membership of your organization participates. 
1 York on issues ..... ............................... . 1 NO 2 YES 
2 Elect the leadership ..................•............ 1 NO 2 YES 
3 Make organizational decisions .....•..............•• 1 NO 2 YES 
4 Represent the organization in coalition meetings ... l NO 2 YES 
5 Lobby our organization's decision makers ........... 1 NO 2 YES 
6 Hire and fire staff ................................ 1 NO 2 YES 
7 Recruit new members . .....................••....... • 1 NO 2 YES 
8 Take p'art in fundraising activities •..........•.... ! NO 2 YES 
9 Other (please specify) 
12. 
O. VOLUNTEER STAFF 
Does your organization use volunteer staff to 
accomplish some or all of its work? ................. 1 NO 2 YES 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
If YES, please read the list below. Circle the 
number for each answer to indicate the work done by 
volunteer staff. 
\lork in the office ................................. 1 
Raise money ........................................ 1 
Vri te newsletters .................................. 1 
Coordinate program activities ...................... 1 
Keep financial records ............................. 1 
6 Other volunteer staff work (specify) 
NO 2 YES 
NO 2 YES 
NO 2 YES 
NO 2 YES 
NO 2 YES 
--------------------------
P. On the average, how many volunteers contribute at least five (5) 
hours per month for meetings and work? 
------------
Q. PAID STAFF 
Do you have paid staff members? ........................... ! NO 2 YES 
If YES, how many? ...... Full-time 
Part-time -------------
R. Please read the list below. Circle the number for each answer to 
indicate the main responsibilities of the paid staff. 
1 \lork in the office ........................................ 1 NO 
2 Raise money ............................................... 1 NO 
3 Coordinate program activities ..............•............•. ! NO 
4 Keep financial records ..............•.....••.•..•......... 1 NO 
5 Develop annual budget ..................................... l NO 
6 Assist the Board of Directors or governing ~ommittee ..•... l NO 
7 Serve as liason with other organizations ..............•... ! NO 
2 YES 
2 YES 
2 YES 
2 YES 
2 YES 
2 YES 
2 YES 
8 Other major staff responsibility (please specify) _________________ __ 
13. 
S. GOVERNANCE 
Does this organization have a Board of Directors or 
governing commit tee? ....•......................•.......... 1 NO 
If YES, please read the list below. Circle the number for each 
answer to indicate the responsibilities of the Board or governing 
committee. 
2 YES 
1 Organization planning .......•........................•... 1 NO 2 YES 
2 Fund raising ........•..••....•.....•....•.••.••..••••..•. 1 NO 2 YES 
3 Other community relations ..............................•. ! NO 2 YES 
4 Staff recruitment, hiring, and/or firing .•...•...•.•.•••. l NO 2 YES 
5 Program development or approval ....................•....• ! NO 2 YES 
6 Budget development or approval •.............••........••• ! NO 2 YES 
7 Determine personnel needs and policies ................... 1 NO 2 YES 
8 Evaluate the performance of top staff .•..........••....•. l NO 2 YES 
9 Other major Board responsibilities (please specify) ________________ __ 
T. MANAGEMENT AND PLANNING 
Many people are involved in choosing program activities for 
organizations. Please read the list below. Circle the number 
of the answer that indicates whether or not the category of people 
participates in deciding on the major program activities. 
1 Paid staff .......................•....•..... 1 NO 
2 Committee of the leadership ......• , ......... ! NO 
. 
3 General membership ..•...........•.......•... 1 NO 
4 Board of Directors ..•......•.•..•..•..•••.•• l NO 
5 Other (specify) 
Vhich of the above categories is most involved in 
deciding on major program activities? (write in the 
number) 
----
14. 
2 YES 
2 YES 
2 YES 
2 YES 
U. Does your organization have an annual budget? .............. l NO 2 YES 
If YES, who participates in developing the annual budget? 
1 Paid staff ............................... 1 NO 2 YES 
2 Committee of the leadership ............•. ! NO 2 YES 
3 General membership ....................... 1 NO 2 YES 
4 Organization officer (treasurer,etc.) ..•• l NO 2 YES 
5 Board of Directors ....................... 1 NO 2 YES 
6 Others (specify) ________________________________ __ 
Yhich of the above categories is most involved in developing 
the annual budget? (write in number) 
V. Does your organization make program and financial 
plans for more than one year ahead? .......................... 1 NO 
If YES, who participates in long-range planning? 
1 Paid staff ............................... 1 NO 2 YES 
2 Committee of the leadership .............. ! NO 2 YES 
3 General membership ....................... ! NO 2 YES 
4 Board of Directors ....................... ! NO 2 YES 
5 Other (specify) 
------------------------------------
Yhich of the above categories is most involved in creating 
long range plans? (write in number) ____ __ 
15. 
2 YES 
V. ORGANIZATIONAL ASSISTANCE 
(Please answer both parts of this question) 
In the last year has your 
organization had help 
from outside group{s) or 
Would your organization 
seek help (or more help) 
if available at low or 
persons? ....... ! NO 2 YES no cost? ....... l NO 2 YES 
If YES, indicate 
HELP RECEIVED 
If YES, indicate help 
YOU VOULO SEEK 
(Circle number in Column A) (Circle number in Column B) 
COLUMN A COLUMN B 
1 Issue information .......•.•••.•••. ! NO 2 YES 1 NO 2 YES 
2 Fund-raising plans ........•....... l NO 2 YES 1 NO 2 YES 
3 Internal organizatiqn 
or management ...•................. ! NO 2 YES· 1 NO 2 YES 
4 Bookkeeping, financial records 
or controls ........ ; ............•. 1 NO 2 YES 1 NO 2 YES 
5 Board recruitment or development .. ! NO 2 YES 1 NO 2 YES 
6 Innovative program ideas ...•...... l NO 2 YES 1 NO 2 YES 
7 \Jays to work with print, radio 
TV media .•.••.••.......•...••...•• 1 NO 2 YES 1 NO 2 YES 
8 Member recruitment .........•.•...• ! NO 2 YES 1 NO 2 YES 
9 Volunteer management ....•...•...•• ! NO 2 YES 1 NO 2 YES 
10 Leadership development ...........• ! NO 2 YES 1 NO 2 YES 
11 Decision-making skills ..•...••.... l NO 2 YES 1 NO 2 YES 
12 Holding effective meetings ...•.... ! NO 2 YES 1 NO 2 YES 
13 Mediating internal conflict 
(e.g. board & staff,within staff).l NO 2 YES 1 NO 2 YES 
14 Staff "burnout" ................... 1 NO 2 YES 1 NO 2 YES 
15 Other (please specify) 
(please answer Column Bas well.) 
16. 
X. OFFICE EQUIPMENT 
Please read the list below. Circle the number of the answer that 
indicates whether your group/organization owns, has easy access to, 
or plans to acquire the items listed. 
Our organization owns, or has 
easy access to, the following~ 
Ye plan to acquire the 
following within the next 
year: 
(Circle number in Column A) (Circle number in Column B) 
Column A Column B 
1 Answering machine .......... l NO 2 YES 1 NO 2 YES 
2 Dedicated word processor 
or memory typewriter ....... ! NO 2 YES 1 NO 2 YES 
3 Copier ..................... 1 NO 2 YES 1 NO 2 YES 
4 TV in the office ........... l NO 2 YES 1 NO 2 YES 
5 Micro-computer ............. ! NO 2 YES 1 NO 2 YES 
6 Mini-computer or 
main frame ................. 1 NO 2 YES 1 NO 2 YES 
7 Video-cassette recorder .... ! NO 2 YES 1 NO 2 YES 
8 Modem, software for 
telecommunications ......... ! NO 2 YES 1 NO 2 YES 
8 Membership in PeaceNet or 
other electronic network ... l NO 2 YES 1 NO 2 YES 
If YES, how often do you 
use the electronic network? 
Daily I Weekly I Monthly I Rarely 
17. 
Y. TAX STATUS 
Please read the list below and circle the number of the answer 
that indicates the appropriate tax status for your group or 
organization in Col. A and any closely affili~ted group(s) in Col.B. 
YOUR GROUP AFFILIATES 
(COLUMN A) (COLUMN'S) 
1 Unincorporated ............ ! NO 2 YES 1 NO 2 YES 
2 State incorporation ....... ! NO 2 YES 1 NO 2 YES 
3 501 (c) 3 ................. 1 NO 2 YES 1 NO 2 YES 
4 501 (c) 4 ................. 1 NO 2 YES 1 NO 2 YES 
5 Political Action 
Committee (PAC) ........... 1 NO 2 YES 1 NO 2 YES 
6 Other status (specify) 
z. 1 Ve feel restricted by our tax status .•..••..•••••••••• ! NO 2 YES 
If YES, please explain ________________________________________ _ 
2 Ve plan to establish or affiliate with a group with 
a different tax status .•........•....•...•.••.....•.. 1 NO 2 YES 
If YES, please explain ________________________________________ _ 
18. 
VII.BASIC INFORMATION 
AA. Our group or organization was founded in ________ (indicate year). 
BB. Please provide the approximate total of the expenditures of this 
organization in 1987 (round off to nearest $100). $ 
---------
CC. Please provide the approximate total for money raised in 1987 
(Round off to nearest $100). $ ______ _ 
DD. Name of this organization 
-----------------------------------------
Address ______________________________________________________ ___ 
Phone Number 
--~--~~----~--~--~~~~~--------~--~------~ (Please note this information is confidential. Ve need the name of 
your group in order to send you the findings from this survey.) 
EE. Vhat county are you located in? 
-----------------------------------
Vhat counties do your members come from 
or your activities serve? _____________ ___ 
FF. Thank you for completing this survey. Vhat position(s) or role(s} 
do you have with this organization? ______________________________ _ 
GG. Vould you be willing to discuss details of our program 
or organization by telephone ............................. l NO 2 YES 
If YES, please give name(s) of person to call ___________________ __ 
Telephone number ( ) I 
-------
Best d&ys and times 
------------------------------------------
19. 

